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About This Game

The year is 1268, the English throne lies empty, and power-hungry lords are ready to wage war for newfound power. Your
people now look to you to lead them to glory and prosperity. Manage your lands, strike bargains, betray alliances and ultimately

destroy your rivals in this classic combination of turn-based and real-time strategy, and become the undisputed Lord of the
realm!
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Medieval Strategy on a Sweeping Scale

You begin as the ruler of a small county, but lead wisely and keep your people secure and thriving, and soon you’ll broaden your
horizons.

Manage your farms, make trade negotiations, build castles, flatter and deceive your opponents and then march your armies into
the lands of your rival nobles. Unify the land under your rule, and prove you have what it takes to be King.

Key Features

Fight for the crown in England against up to five AI opponents.

Strengthen your kingdom across seasonal turns, mastering quandaries like crop rotation, taxation, trade, transport and
even thievery!

Fortify your lands and design castles with moats, towers, drawbridges, keeps and more.

Conquer your rivals in challenging real-time battles that test your tactical acumen.

Multiplayer notice: LAN and online play are unavailable.
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why
-67 haunted
-help me
6\/100. It's a clicker game. Like many other clicker games, you click the screen and things happen. In this scenario you gain
votes for a presidential candidate you picked from either forte.

From the limited time i played to what i could see firsthand, upgrades are nicely evened out, optional purchases are optional,
nonintrusive and generally "nicely done"

Visuals drew me in hard. Looks good if not better than most with a simplistic yet thorough style.
Music and sounds are something that can get old quite quick but works for the most part.

Dev himself actually goes around on the forums helping people out, giving feedback, etc. This is a thorough + in my book since
we all know plenty of games on steam just get put on there and forgotten about or ignored by the people who made them.

Overall worth it if you're into clicker games, presidential memes or just want to kill a few hours.. This is a fun and exciting
game with a challenge, it's not ridiculously challenging though. Lots of games just make challenging platformers where timing
and key presses have to be exact. This game instead is about your reflexes and focus, it's simple, but not too simple and becomes
almost addicting because of the simplicity.. An amazing experience. This game is my and my friends thing, which we will never
forget. We played it in 2010 for the first time and now, today in 2018 i spent about an hour to find out this games name.
THANX. I've played 2 hours and still haven't started a real game yet GOTY. I have hundreds of pounds of DLC from DTG.
This came as part of the Mannheim collection. This loco is terrible when it comes to bugs. You can't get over 50kph via the
HUD and have to mess around with keys to go faster and the amps tend to come and go when they please. This is the first DLC
that I have got from DTG that I would say not to bother with unless you get it as a part of the pack. I had to keep the A button
pressed down permanently otherwise power would drop off. This is one to avoid. I read the manual to see if it was me driving it
badly\/wrongly, but there was no information in there to help. I can use the PZB comfortably and the notches of the class 86 and
87, so it is not as if I can't use the more complicated locos.. Only played first couple missiosn as of this reveiw.

Overall: So far not bad, not amazing but I got it on sale for less than a buck and for that it's hoenstly a damn steal. It's a good
game obviously controls are something to get used to I'll say. But overall the concepts solid and the weapons are so far decent
enough. In the end you could spend a dollar on far worse games.
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The heart of Front Office Football is it's statistical engine. It is impressively done and fairly difficult to exploit. The player
development cycle does a great job of mirroring pro football...so watching your players develop into studs (if you're lucky) and
then grow old is top notch. The drafting of players is also extremely well done. The old saying, "Easy to play, hard to master"
comes to mind. You can never be completely great at this game...but you'll get enough tools out the gate to win in single-player
mode...and then as you develop your knowledge tool-chest over time, you can start to consistantly win in multiplayer
leagues...but it's never easy. Winning in multiplayer is an accomplishment. For beginners, you may be put off by the "simplicity"
of the game UI design, but for intermediate and advanced players, you'll come to appreciate this very much. The audience is for
those who like management styled games and American Football. It's a very serious simulation.. I don't recommend this game if
you are looking for a city builder. In general, I found it lacking the depth I normally enjoy from the city simulations.. Honestly,
not even worth the dollar. Cannot turn off motion blur and game crashes frequently. The jetpack mechanic is crazy once you
know what to do. The map has a bunch of clipping issues and places where you can get stuck.. 5/5 would play again
. No two player controller layout for local co-op, you need to play on the same controller or keyboard. Terrible design, skip.
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